Utilization of AFFX spike-in control probes to monitor sample identity throughout Affymetrix GeneChip Array processing.
Microarrays evolved from a highly specialized technique into a standard molecular biology method that is widely used for whole-genome gene expression profiling. One of the most important aspects of this method is sample identity, that is, whether the expression profile recorded from an array actually derives from the indicated sample. Several potential steps in the protocol exist where a mix-up of samples may occur. With the increasing size of microarray studies, it is important to ensure that each expression profile is assigned to the correct sample. Errors at this level almost certainly lead to erroneous results and can even cause a complete failure of the microarray study. We developed a system that utilizes probes already present on commercially available Affymetrix arrays to unambiguously correlate the recorded expression profile with the input sample RNA. A set of eight spike-in controls were generated, which can be added to sample RNA in different combinations to generate an "on-chip identifier" that passes through the entire array processing protocol and results in a sample-specific hybridization pattern. This pattern can then be used to monitor whether each array was hybridized with the correct sample. The spike-in controls did not have any negative effect on RNA integrity or any detectable influence on the expression values of the remaining probes on the array; therefore, these controls represent an inexpensive and easily adaptable system to guarantee high-quality results from microarray experiments.